
 

 
Unscramble the words to make telling sentences. Begin each one with a capital letter. Put a 
period at the end. The first sentence is done for you. 

1. We     to     circus     went     the 

 
2. sister     the     lions     My     liked 

 
3. My     liked     the     bears     brother 

 
4. I     clowns     the     liked 

 
5. popcorn     yummy     We     ate 

 
 

  

Some sentences are telling sentences. They begin with a capital letter. They end with a 
period. These sentences tell about a family’s trip. 

Example: ○T he family went to the beach○.  

      ○T hey made sand castles○.  

      ○E veryone swam in the warm water○.  
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Put a question mark at the end of the words to make a sentence. Then read the question. 
Write an answer to the question. Use a telling sentence. Capitalize the first word. Put a period 
at the end. The first one is done for you. 

1. When is your birthday? 

 

2. What is your full name 

 

3. What grade are you in 

 

4. Do you have any sisters and brothers 

  

Some sentences are asking sentences. They begin with a capital letter. They end with a 
question mark. These sentences ask questions. 

Example: ○H ow old are you○?  

      ○D o you have a pet○?  

      ○W hat did you eat today○?  
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Read each asking sentence. Circle the question word. Put a question mark at the end. 

1. Who is going to the ball game 

2. What time is it 

3. Where do you live 

4. When does school start 

5. Why does the cat sleep all day 

Write an asking sentence. Circle the question word. Put a question mark at the end. 

  

An asking sentence asks a question. It ends with a question mark. Asking sentences begin 
with words like Who, What, Where, When, and How.  

Example:  Who is at the door? 

        What will you do today? 

        Where is the book? 

        When is the party? 

        Why did the dog bark?  

        How many children are in the class? 
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Put a period or question mark where it belongs. Telling sentences end in periods. Asking 
sentences end in question marks. 

1. It is time to make lunch___ 

2. Do you like peanut butter and jelly sandwiches___ 

3. First, you get out the bread___ 

4. Then you get out the peanut butter___ 

5. Where is the jelly___ 

6. The jelly is on the table___ 

7. You spread the peanut butter on the bread___ 

8. You spread the jelly on the peanut butter___ 

Write a telling sentence about eating lunch. Use a capital letter and a period. 

 

  

All sentences begin with a capital letter. They end with an end mark. A telling sentence ends 
with a period. An asking sentence ends with a question mark.  

Example: We went out to eat. (This is a telling sentence.) 

       What did you have to eat? (This is an asking sentence.) 
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Now it is time to review what you have learned.  Read each question. Circle the right answer. 

1. Choose the sentence that needs a question mark. 
a. I like the color purple 
b. What is your favorite color 
c. My dad likes the color red 

2. Choose the sentence that needs a period. 
a. When did it rain 
b. Where is your umbrella 
c. It was a rainy day 

3. Choose the one that is not a sentence. 
a. Dan kicked the ball 
b. Mary ran all the way home 
c. Swimming in the pool 

4. Choose the telling sentence. 
a. How much snow is there 
b. What season is it now 
c. The leaves turn color in the fall 

5. Choose the asking sentence. 
a. She bought a new hat 
b. When will you go to the store 
c. He needed a pair of shoes 

 

  

A sentence has two parts. There is a naming part and a telling part. Sentences begin with a 
capital letter. A telling sentence ends with a period.  An asking question ends with a 
question mark.  
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Underline the naming part of each sentence.  Circle the telling part. 
 

1. My brother plays the piano. 
 

2. The fish swam in the lake. 
 

3. Their car was bright red. 
 

4. His trip is on Saturday. 
 

5. Mr. and Mrs. Anderson went shopping. 
 

 

Make sentences with the words below.  Capitalize the first word of each sentence.  Use an end 
punctuation mark. 

1. The kitten 

 

 
2. read a book 
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Unscramble the words to make telling sentences.  Capitalize the first word of each sentence.  
Put a period at the end. 

1. children    their    The    flew    kites 

 

 
2. kites    high    The    went    in    up    sky    the 

 

 
3. fell    the    wind    blowing    the    kites    When    stopped    down    

the    to    ground 
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Write an asking sentence about the weather.  Capitalize the first word of the sentence.  Put a 
question mark at the end. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Write a telling sentence to answer your question about the weather.  Capitalize the first word 
of the sentence.  Put a period at the end. 
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